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Abstract. The research area of formal methods has made enormous
progress in the last 20 years, and many tools exist to apply formal methods
to practical problems. Unfortunately, many of these tools are difficult
to find and install, and often they are not executable due to missing
installation requirements. The findability and wide adoption of tools, and
the reproducibility of research results, could be improved if all major tools
for formal methods were conserved and documented in a central repository
of tools for formal methods (cf. FAIR principles).
This paper describes a solution to this problem: Collect and maintain
essential data about tools for formal methods in a central repository, called
FM-Tools, available at https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/
fm-tools. The repository contains metadata, such as which tools are
available, which versions are advertized for each tool, and what command-
line arguments to use for default usage. The actual tool executables are
stored in tool archives at Zenodo, and for technically deep documentation,
references point to archived publications or project web sites. Two commu-
nities, which are concerned with software verification and testing, already
adopted the FM-Tools repository for their comparative evaluations.
Andreas Podelski and his research group, with their Ultimate family of
tools for software verification, are among the early adopters of this strategy,
and the Ultimate tools are included in the repository from its beginning.
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1 Introduction

The research community of formal methods, especially formal verification of
medium and large software systems, has seen a lot of progress in the past 20 years.
As a result, there are many tool implementations available, and a recent survey [1],
co-authored by Andreas Podelski, gives an overview of the milestones in the
history of software model checking and the available tools for verification of C
and Java programs. Those tools are mature in their performance and quality,
as witnessed and regularly measured by comparative evaluations of the tools [2].
There are several competitions available in this research area of formal meth-
ods, for example, the competitions on satisfiability (SAT-COMP [3]), theorem
proving (TPTP [4]), SMT solving (SMT-COMP [5]), software verification (SV-
COMP [2], RERS [6] and VerifyThis [7]), software testing (Test-Comp [8]), and
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termination checking (termCOMP [9]). More competitions in the area of formal
methods are explained in the TOOLympics 2019 report [10].

Besides all this great progress, and many success stories with formal verification
of software in industry [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], users still have reasons to complain
that the tools are difficult to find and install, and often they are not executable
due to missing requirements [18, 19]. This hinders the wide application of these
tools; often it is not possible to reproduce results reported in research publications.
There is no standard way to find or conserve tools and components in this research
area. Such tools, and metadata for the tools, should follow the FAIR principles
(findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable) [20, 21].

We propose a solution to this problem, by designing a data repository in which
metadata about tools for formal methods are collected and maintained. The goal
is to conserve a definition of how to execute each tool and what their requirements
are. This central repository of tools for formal methods is hosted on GitLab at
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools and freely accessible,
since all information is licensed under the Creative Commons license CC-BY 4.0.

The repository is already actively used to store metadata about the tools,
their archive ids, their versions, and their documentation. Currently the two
competitions on software verification (SV-COMP) and testing (Test-Comp) use
the repository to track the participation in their comparative evaluations. For this
use case, the repository specifies which tool version to execute for the competition
and with which command-line options. Furthermore, the data contain information
about whom to contact and who from the development team of the tool represents
the team in the competition jury. The actual tool archives with the executables
are stored at Zenodo and identified by DOIs. The data repository also provides
pointers to documentation, archived in digital libraries or project web sites.

This topic fits well for this Festschrift, because Andreas Podelski, together with
his team, participates since 2013 in the competition on software verification. The
Ultimate family of tools for software verification and the development team par-
ticipate in the community service around the competition and achieve top results,
witnessed by the many medals that the team won. They are also concerned with
making their tools available to others via an easy-to-use web interface. Often, such
an excellent infrastructure can be offered only by large and strong development
teams. This paper proposes to make all tools available via a web service.

The goal of this paper is to describe the above-mentioned data repository,
outline how to make all tools available to users and machines via an easy-to-use
web interface as well as command-line interface, and how to achieve a central
store of (meta) information about tools for formal methods.

Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions:

• the repository FM-Tools as solution to the problem of collecting and main-
taining data about tools for formal methods,

• a description of the repository’s structure and its integration with the tools
CoVeriTeam, CoVeriTeam-Service, and FM-Weck, and

• an artifact to try out executing a conserved tool.

https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools


Related Work. The web site Yahoda [22, 23] was created in 2002 to provide
unified information about verification tools and to allow the developers of the
tools to maintain the data about their tools. The last available version is from
2011 and contains 67 tool entries. The dataset ProVerB [24, 25] is also concerned
with collecting information about tools for formal methods. The dataset contains
a classification of tools and describes roughly the input and output of the tools, as
well as some techniques that the tools support. The data set contains information
about 384 tools, based on a systematic search, starting with the proceedings of the
conferences CAV and TACAS. Maintaining the information is the main challenge
in both cases: The web server for Yahoda is not reachable anymore, but thanks
to the Internet Archive, the information is still available. The repository and web
site of ProVerB was not touched since more than a year, but the data are also
long-term archived at Zenodo. Our approach is to connect the maintenance of
the data in the FM-Tools collection to regular comparative evaluations of the
performance of tools (research competitions), and regularly publish FM-Tools
snapshots in long-term archives at Zenodo [26].

This is not the first attempt to see formal-methods tools as components
(cf. [27, 28, 29, 30]) or to provide them via a central web service [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
Also, some tool projects provide specialized web services with their tools (e.g.,
Ultimate, CPAchecker). CoVeriTeam-Service [36] is more general: it provides a
web service for almost all tools in the FM-Tools repository. The FM-Tools format
(version 2) for describing tools can be seen as an extension of CoVeriTeam’s
format (version 1) for defining atomic actors [37, Listing 2]. With FM-Tools,
we now add a lot more important information about the tools, in particular, it
serves as the central location to announce the execution environment for a tool
in form of container images in OCI image format and Ubuntu packages.

So far, no existing approach addresses the issue of conserving the tools and
ensuring the tools’ execution in the future.

2 The FM-Tools Repository

The current version of the FM-Tools repository https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/
benchmarking/fm-tools consists of the following directories (suffix ‘/’) and files:

presentations/ Contains presentations that describe the tools (see below).
data/ Contains the main data about tools (see below).

ci/ Contains scripts that ensure the consistency of the data.
The scripts are executed by the continuous-integration (CI)
pipelines of the GitLab repository.

scripts/ Contains the contents of another repository as submodule.
These scripts are used by the CI pipelines.

CODEOWNERS Contains a specification of which file in the repository may
be changed by which set of users. The file follows the GitLab
format and is derived from the metadata for the tools.

LICENSE.md Contains the license of all files in this repository.
README.md Contains a description of the repository.
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1 name: UAutomizer
2 input_languages:
3 - C
4 project_url: https :// ultimate -pa.org
5 repository_url: https :// github.com/ultimate -pa/ultimate
6 spdx_license_identifier: LGPL -3.0-or-later
7 benchexec_toolinfo_module: ultimateautomizer.py
8 fmtools_format_version: "2.0"
9 fmtools_entry_maintainers:

10 - danieldietsch

Fig. 1: Data file for Ultimate Automizer — tool data

The directory presentations/ contains presentations about tools described in
data/. An entry consists of two files: presentations/<tool-id>_<event-id>.pdf
and presentations/<tool-id>_<event-id>.pdf.license, where <tool-id> matches
one of the file names data/<tool-id>.yml and <event-id> identifies the event where
the presentation was given. The file with extension .pdf contains a presentation
in PDF/A format; the file with extension .license contains an SPDX identifier
of the license (for example, SPDX-License-Identifier: CC-BY-4.0).

In the following subsections, we focus on the directory data/. This directory
contains the special file schema.yml, which defines the format of all other files
in the directory: the tool descriptions. The names of the tool-description files
are of the form <tool-id>.yml, where tool-id is an identifier that consists of
lowercase letters, digits, and hyphens. In the following we define the contents of the
tool-description files. For illustration, we use the example file uautomizer.yml
for the tool Ultimate Automizer [38], one of Andreas Podelski’s tools.

2.1 Tool Description

Figure 1 shows an example of the tool-data section of the file. The tool description
starts with the key name, whose value is the (stylized) name of the tool. The
YAML key input_languages has a list of languages as value, specifying which
input formats the tool supports. The keys project_url and repository_url
specify the project’s web site and the source-code repository, respectively. The key
spdx_license_identifier specifies the license of the tool in the standard SPDX
format (https://spdx.org/licenses/). The key benchexec_toolinfo_module
specifies the BenchExec [39] tool-info module that is necessary to assemble the com-
mand line for the tool’s execution and to interpret the tool’s output. The YAML
key fmtools_format_version specifies the version of the tool-description format,
currently 2.0. The key fmtools_entry_maintainers specifies a list of maintain-
ers of this tool description. The list elements must be valid GitLab user names,
and those accounts will end up in the file CODEOWNERS in the top-level directory, in
order to manage who can make changes to the data and approve merge requests.

https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools/-/blob/2.0/presentations/
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools/-/blob/2.0/data/
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https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools/-/blob/2.0/data/schema.yml
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools/-/blob/2.0/data/uautomizer.yml
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1 maintainers:
2 - orcid: 0000 -0003 -4252 -3558
3 name: Matthias Heizmann
4 institution: University of Freiburg
5 country: Germany
6 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/heizmann
7 - orcid: 0000 -0003 -4885 -0728
8 name: Dominik Klumpp
9 institution: University of Freiburg

10 country: Germany
11 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/klumpp
12 - orcid: 0000 -0002 -5656 -306X
13 name: "Frank Schüssele"
14 institution: University of Freiburg
15 country: Germany
16 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/schuessele
17 - orcid: 0000 -0002 -8947 -5373
18 name: Daniel Dietsch
19 institution: University of Freiburg
20 country: Germany
21 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/dietsch

Fig. 2: Data file for Ultimate Automizer — tool maintainers

2.2 Maintainers

Figure 2 shows an example of the tool maintainers. The key maintainers has
a list of dictionaries as value. Each dictionary specifies one maintainer, by the
keys orcid, name, institution, country, and homepage url.

2.3 Tool Versions

Figure 3 shows an example of the tool versions (we list only those from 2024
here). The key versions has a list of dictionaries as value. Each dictionary
specifies one tool version, by the following keys: The key version is an iden-
tifier for a specific version of the tool, to be referred to, for example, for the
definition which version participated in a competition. The key doi defines the
tool archive. The DOI points to a specific version of the tool archives on Zen-
odo. The key benchexec_toolinfo_options specifies the command-line options
that the developers define to be used to obtain optimal functionality. The key
required_ubuntu_packages defines a list of Ubuntu packages that are required
to be installed for the tool to work properly. The key base_container_images
identifies a list of a container images in OCI image format (as used by Docker
and Podman) in which the tool can be correctly executed after installing the
packages defined under required_ubuntu_packages. The key full_container_-
images identifies a list of a container images in OCI image format in which
the tool can be correctly executed without further installation of any packages.
For example, Ultimate Automizer can be executed with the container image
registry.gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/competition-scripts/user:2024
from the given domain and path without installing any package.



1 versions:
2 - version: svcomp24 -correctness -post -deadline -yaml -wrapper -fix
3 doi: 10.5281/ zenodo .10223333
4 benchexec_toolinfo_options:
5 [--full -output , --witness -type , correctness_witness]
6 required_ubuntu_packages:
7 - openjdk -11-jre -headless
8 base_container_images:
9 - docker.io/ubuntu:22.04

10 full_container_images:
11 - registry.gitlab.com/sosy -lab/benchmarking /...- scripts/user:2024
12 - version: svcomp24
13 doi: 10.5281/ zenodo .10203545
14 benchexec_toolinfo_options: [--full -output]
15 required_ubuntu_packages:
16 - openjdk -11-jre -headless
17 base_container_images:
18 - docker.io/ubuntu:22.04
19 full_container_images:
20 - registry.gitlab.com/sosy -lab/benchmarking /...- scripts/user:2024
21 - version: svcomp24 -correctness
22 doi: 10.5281/ zenodo .10203545
23 benchexec_toolinfo_options:
24 [--full -output , --witness -type , correctness_witness]
25 required_ubuntu_packages:
26 - openjdk -11-jre -headless
27 base_container_images:
28 - docker.io/ubuntu:22.04
29 full_container_images:
30 - registry.gitlab.com/sosy -lab/benchmarking /...- scripts/user:2024
31 - version: svcomp24 -violation
32 doi: 10.5281/ zenodo .10203545
33 benchexec_toolinfo_options:
34 [--full -output , --witness -type , violation_witness]
35 required_ubuntu_packages:
36 - openjdk -11-jre -headless
37 base_container_images:
38 - docker.io/ubuntu:22.04
39 full_container_images:
40 - registry.gitlab.com/sosy -lab/benchmarking /...- scripts/user:2024

Fig. 3: Data file for Ultimate Automizer — tool versions (the identifier
registry.gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/competition-scripts/user:2024 is
abbreviated using ...)

2.4 Competition Participation

Figure 4 shows an example of the tool’s participation declaration in the com-
petition on software verification SV-COMP 2024 [2]. The corresponding YAML
key competition_participations has a list of dictionaries as value. The key
competition and track have as value the name of the competition and the name
of the competition track for which this participation is meant, respectively. The
key tool_version refers to a version of the tool that is defined under the key
versions above. The key jury_member has a dictionary as value and defines the
team member who represents this tool in the competition jury. The dictionary
consists of entries with the keys orcid, name, institution, country, and url,
where the URL refers to the person’s home page. The declaration of the specific



1 competition_participations:
2 - competition: SV -COMP 2024
3 track: Verification
4 tool_version: svcomp24
5 jury_member:
6 orcid: 0000 -0003 -4252 -3558
7 name: Matthias Heizmann
8 institution: University of Freiburg
9 country: Germany

10 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/heizmann
11 - competition: SV -COMP 2024
12 track: Validation of Correctness Witnesses 1.0
13 tool_version: svcomp24 -correctness
14 jury_member:
15 orcid: 0000 -0003 -4252 -3558
16 name: Matthias Heizmann
17 institution: University of Freiburg
18 country: Germany
19 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/heizmann
20 - competition: SV -COMP 2024
21 track: Validation of Correctness Witnesses 2.0
22 tool_version: svcomp24 -correctness -post -deadline -yaml -wrapper -fix
23 jury_member:
24 orcid: 0000 -0003 -4252 -3558
25 name: Matthias Heizmann
26 institution: University of Freiburg
27 country: Germany
28 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/heizmann
29 - competition: SV -COMP 2024
30 track: Validation of Violation Witnesses 1.0
31 tool_version: svcomp24 -violation
32 jury_member:
33 orcid: 0000 -0003 -4252 -3558
34 name: Matthias Heizmann
35 institution: University of Freiburg
36 country: Germany
37 url: https ://swt.informatik.uni -freiburg.de/staff/heizmann

Fig. 4: Data file for Ultimate Automizer — tool’s competition participation

version, in particular via the DOI, together with the command-line options and
the execution environment (container and packages) make it possible to execute
this tool at any time, and reproduce the results obtained in the competition.

2.5 Documentation

Figure 5 shows an example of the documentation of the tool. The key techniques
has a list of keywords as value, where each keyword refers to an established
technique in software model checking. The key literature has a list of dictionaries
as value. Each literature dictionary has the keys doi to identify the literature
document (documents without DOI can be mentioned on the project web site),
title to mention the title of the document, and year to mention the year of
publication (the last two values are implied by the DOI, but are mentioned here
to have the data human readable, consistency should be ensure via CI).



1 techniques:
2 - CEGAR
3 - Predicate Abstraction
4 - Bit -Precise Analysis
5 - Lazy Abstraction
6 - Interpolation
7 - Automata -Based Analysis
8 - Concurrency Support
9 - Ranking Functions

10 - Algorithm Selection
11 - Portfolio
12

13 literature:
14 - doi: 10.1007/978 -3 -642 -39799 -8_2
15 title: "Software Model Checking for People Who Love Automata"
16 year: 2013
17 - doi: 10.1007/978 -3 -031 -30820 -8 _39
18 title: "Ultimate Automizer 2023 (Competition Contribution)"
19 year: 2023

Fig. 5: Data file for Ultimate Automizer — tool documentation

2.6 FAIR Principles of the FM-Tools Repository

At the time of writing, FM-Tools describes and captures metadata of 91 tools from
the formal-methods research community. The repository is hosted at GitLab. FM-
Tools is an open-source data repository that follows the FAIR principles [20, 21]
(findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable).
F: The repository FM-Tools is searchable on the public internet, and mirrored
by the software archive Software Heritage. A human readable web site with the
most important information is continuously generated from the repository.
A: All files of FM-Tools are retrievable using the HTTP protocol via the GitLab
web service. Authentication is not necessary for reading the data (change requests
require a GitLab account). If GitLab should become unavailable, the snapshots
at Zenodo and the mirror at Software Heritage are still available.
I: The format of the tool entries in FM-Tools is defined using a YAML schema,
and continuous-integration pipelines check the syntax and context conditions.
The tool archives are identified using DOIs (pointing to the archives’ landing
page at Zenodo) and the researchers are identified using ORCIDs (pointing to
the researchers’ profiles at ORCID).
R: The license of the FM-Tools data is CC-BY 4.0. The data represented in FM-
Tools meet the community standards of the competitions SV-COMP (https://
sv-comp.sosy-lab.org) and Test-Comp (https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org).
It is under the researchers’ control how much they reveal about themselves on
ORCID, and under which license the tool is available on Zenodo.
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3 Integration of the FM-Tools Repository
with CoVeriTeam and FM-Weck

The data in the FM-Tools repository can be used to conveniently execute tools
for formal methods, without the need to install them or to take measures such as
containers to ensure isolated execution without security risks on the user machine.

3.1 Tool Execution via CoVeriTeam Service

CoVeriTeam [37] is a tool that, among other things, automates the download,
installation, and execution of tools in safe and secure environments based on
BenchExec [39]. CoVeriTeam-Service [36] is a service that offers the features
of CoVeriTeam as a web service, that is, the input files are sent to a remote
server, the tool is executed on the remote server, and results are fetched from
the remote server and delivered back to the user. Since CoVeriTeam Service
executes formal-methods tools remotely without locally installing them, this way
of execution is ideal for continuous integration, because the actual automated-
reasoning work is offloaded to a remote compute server.

In the following we assume that the repository for CoVeriTeam is cloned using

git clone --recurse-submodules \
git@gitlab.com:sosy-lab/software/coveriteam.git

and that the current directory is the main directory of that checkout. A full
command line to execute Ultimate Automizer remotely, using the specific version
svcomp24 of the tool, the specification no-overflow, and the particular program
AdditionIntMax.i would look as follows:

bin/verify --remote -t uautomizer -v svcomp24 --spec no-overflow \
examples/test-data/c/AdditionIntMax.i

This command is executed on the remote server (by default, CoVeriTeam Service
uses the server coveriteam-service.sosy-lab.org), which downloads, installs,
and executes the tool Ultimate Automizer in version svcomp24, and returns
the result to the user. The verdict from Ultimate Automizer is reported as
false(no-overflow), that is, an overflow of a variable of type signed integer
happens. More detailed information can be found in the CoVeriTeam output
folder cvt-output/, in particular, the execution trace with measurements of
consumed resources (such as CPU time, wall time, and memory), the complete
log of the tool’s output to stdout, and possibly a verification witness.

3.2 Tool Execution via FM-Weck

FM-Weck [40] provides support for conveniently running tools from the FM-
Tools repository in their designated OCI containers: it downloads the tool
and its container, and executes the tool in its container (in isolation). The
tool has two modes: (i) FM-Weck takes a base container image specified as a

https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/software/coveriteam/-/blob/1.2.3/examples/test-data/c/AdditionIntMax.i
https://coveriteam-service.sosy-lab.org


value in the list for key base_container_images of the version dictionary in
the versions section, installs the packages listed in the key required_ubuntu_-
packages, and executes the tool available in the archive specified by the value
for key doi. (ii) FM-Weck takes a full container image specified as a value in the
list for key full_container_images of the version dictionary in the versions
section, and executes the tool available in the archive specified by the value
for key doi, without installing any packages.

FM-Weck enables all users to take advantage of the conserved tools as defined
in the FM-Tools repository. This approach makes it possible to execute the formal-
methods tools hopefully after many years, when a machine with the required
operating system and packages cannot be found anymore. The container images
will still be available, and thus, the tools still be executable. Currently, it is an
open challenge for the formal-methods community to achieve reproducibility of any
experimental results obtained with tools and published articles. Full reproducibility
is not yet achieved up to now, partially because tools are not easy to execute,
which is the concern that FM-Weck tries to address.

We now explain how to execute UAutomizer via FM-Weck. We assume
in the following a GNU/Linux machine with a working Podman installation.
First, we install FM-Weck via pip:

pip install fm-weck

Assuming that AdditionIntMax.i and no-overflow.prp are in the current di-
rectory, the following command line downloads and executes UAutomizer in
version svcomp24 in a container specified under full_container_images in the
FM-Tools record for version svcomp24:

fm-weck run uautomizer:svcomp24 \
--property no-overflow.prp --data-model LP64 AdditionIntMax.i

The output of UAutomizer is the same as above. The command-line arguments
and input files to UAutomizer can be adjusted using the option -m for FM-Weck.

4 Overview Web Site Generated from the Data

The community suffers from the situation that there is no central point of in-
formation that brings together all information necessary to understand which
tools for what purpose are available. Thanks to the FM-Tools repository, we
are able to generate a web site that lists the tools, and for each tool an in-
formation section displaying all interesting data, such as contact developers,
documentation, supported techniques, where to find the tool archives, and which
competitions used the tool to provide comparative results on effectivity and
efficiency of the tool. The web site generated from the FM-Tools repository
is available at https://fm-tools.sosy-lab.org.

For example, if we are interested in learning which tools use the technique
CEGAR, then we can visit the above web site, select ‘Techniques’ from the
menu and ‘CEGAR’ from the table of contents, to receive an overview of this

https://fm-tools.sosy-lab.org
https://fm-tools.sosy-lab.org/techniques.html#technique-cegar


technique and the tools supporting it. The overview starts with a short de-
scription of the technique CEGAR,

“CounterExample-Guided Abstraction Refinement is a model-checking
technique that iteratively refines the abstract model of the transition
system by analyzing spurious counterexamples and learning a more precise
abstraction.”

followed by a list of literature references [41, 42, 43] and a list of tools using
the technique CEGAR: BRICK [44], CoVeriTeam-Verifier-AlgoSelection [37, 45],
CoVeriTeam-Verifier-ParallelPortfolio [37, 45], CoVeriTest [46, 47], CPA-BAM-
BnB [48, 49], CPAchecker [50, 51], CPALockator [52, 53], Gazer-Theta [54, 55],
Graves-CPA [56], HybridTiger [57, 58], JayHorn [59, 60], PeSCo-CPA [61, 62],
PIChecker [63], Theta [64, 65], UAutomizer [38, 66], UGemCutter [67, 68], UKo-
jak [69, 70], UTaipan [71, 72], UTestGen [73], VeriAbs [74, 75], and VeriAbsL [76].

5 Conclusion

This article defines a standard format for the collection and maintenance of
important information about tools for formal methods. The goal is to address
challenges with regards to findability, reusability, reproducibility, and conserva-
tion. (i) Findability is addressed by having a standard format that is used by a
significant amount of users. Currently the repository contains over 90 tools for
formal methods, mainly from the research communities in the area of software
verification and testing, around the competitions SV-COMP and Test-Comp.
(ii) Reusability is addressed by having contact information, data about various
versions, and documentation available. (iii) Reproducibility is addressed by hav-
ing authoritative archives with tool executables identified via DOIs, providing
developer-recommended command-line parameters to be used with the tool, and
the tool archives are long-term published at Zenodo. (iv) Conservation is ad-
dressed by capturing the execution environment, which consists of a defined list
of container images in OCI image format and a list of required packages.

We hope that the ideas in this paper help towards addressing the grand
challenge of reproducibility of experimental results that are obtained with formal-
methods tools and published in the formal-methods proceedings and journals.
We congratulate Andreas Podelski to his 65th birthday and especially to the
many tools that were developed under his guidance — we are happy that we can
contribute to conserving such excellent research products for future generations.

Data-Availability Statement. The FM-Tools repository is available open ac-
cess (CC-BY 4.0) at https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/benchmarking/fm-tools.
Important versions of the FM-Tools repository are archived at Zenodo [26]
(current version is 2.0). The repository is also mirrored at Software Heritage. The
generated web site https://fm-tools.sosy-lab.org/ is also mirrored at the
Internet Archive. The artifact supporting this paper is available at Zenodo [77]
and contains a snapshot of the CoVeriTeam repository in version 1.2.3 (such
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that CoVeriTeam Service can be executed) and a snapshot of the FM-Tools
repository in version 2.0 as submodule (such that all data can be inspected).
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